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Houselifting in flooded areas using the example of the Elbe village Brockwitz
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The floods on the Elbe River in 2002, 2006 and 2013 
severely affected the building stock on the lower side of 
Elbe village Brockwitz.

Mr Olaf Lier of Coswig town council asked the question:
Is it possible to protect historical buildings from flooding 
without using conservative flood protection and building a 
dike?
Are there advantages in house lifting compared to 
conventional flood protection structures?
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Can very old houses (200 to 1000 years old) even be lifted?
Can people imagine living in such a village?
How much does house lifting cost compared to conventional 
flood protection structures?
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characteristic flood hydrographs

… for short flood peak incidence times
… for medium flood peak incidence times
… for long flood peak incidence times

Input for calculation of local water levels and flow velocities in WP 3 (hydrodynamics)
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Breeding bird records
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Detection of bats, reptiles, 
amphibians and insects
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Nature conservation assessment
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Nature conservation assessment
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Historical site analysis: 
time of origin of the buildings

before 1870

1870 – 1917

1918 – 1944

1945 – 1989

after 1990

non-investigated buildings

HQ(100)
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Historical site analysis: 
cultural-historical and urban 
planning significance

Single monument (cultural monument)

Historical buildings and facilities relevant to urban 
development

Buildings and facilities relevant to urban development

buildings not typical of the area

Other

existing buildings not examined

Asset group (cultural monument)

Ancillary plant (cultural monument)

Cairn (cultural monument)

Boundary of the preservation statute 
(urban monument protection)
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Recommendations for the uplift of buildings of cultural-historical / urban development significance

Lifting by
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Probability of occurrence = 1/recurrence interval [a]
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Possible improvements in connection with the lifting procedure:

Sealing work,
Improvement of the thermal envelope,
Drainage works,
Front design/front redesign,
Adaptation of the technical building equipment
etc.
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before

after
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Is it possible to protect historical buildings from flooding without using conservative flood protection and building a dike?
Yes, the raising of houses and the surrounding terrain is an alternative to the protection of historic buildings 
in small-scale areas in relation to a flood protection dike.

Are there advantages in house lifting compared to conventional flood protection structures?
Yes, the loss of retention space is partly lower and the damage caused by frequently recurring floods and 
extreme floods (e.g. HQ(200)) is negligible.

Can very old houses (200 to 1000 years old) even be lifted?
Yes, almost all houses can be lifted. 

Can people imagine living in such a village?
Yes, people can imagine that ...

How much does house lifting cost compared to conventional flood protection structures?
These measures usually cost no more than conventional flood protection for a small number of houses (10 to 
20). However, the costs are too much for people to pay for this work out of their own pockets. Financial 
support from the government is necessary.
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